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Executive Summary
Advanced attackers, including statesponsored advanced persistent threat
(APT) groups, are targeting higher
education. Many campus networks have
been compromised for months, even
years, by multiple APT groups, but are
only now realizing it.
Securing these networks is no easy
feat. The typical campus is like a
mini city. School networks store
everything from personally identifiable
information such as Social Security
numbers to financial and health
records and valuable intellectual
property. That’s why they are prime
targets for a wide range of attackers.
Potential threats include corporate
spies, cyber criminals, infrastructure
hijackers, cyber stalkers, hacktivists,
and even foreign governments.
At the same time, schools face challenges
unique to the education sector, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Massive BYOD environments
Large wireless networks
Multiple and conflicting security
mandates
Lack of threat intelligence
Decentralized and poorly
documented networks
Cultural resistance
Small security budgets

EDUCAUSE. “Just in Time Research: Data Breaches in Higher Education.” 2014.
Ibid.
Ibid.

Institutions of higher learning need to
treat their IT environments as triage
situations. They need to be able to
determine which incidents should trigger
an incident response. They must identify
bad actors already in their networks
and expel them. And to protect their
reputations, operations, people, and data,
they need to start taking a proactive, not
reactive, approach to security.

Introduction
What do a large east-coast public
university, a small southwest
community college, and a prestigious
private university have in common?
They’re all dedicated to educating
tomorrow’s leaders. They all value an
intellectually open, digitally connected
environment where ideas can flow
freely. And not coincidentally, they’ve
all been victims of major security
breaches within the last five years.
They’re not alone.
According to the Open Security
Foundation, a full 35% of all security
breaches take place in higher education.1
Between 2005 and 2014, 727 breaches
hit the education sector, according to
the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse.2 That
total is the highest for any sector except
healthcare (see Figure 1).3
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FireEye Findings
Advanced attackers, including statesponsored APT groups, are ubiquitous
in higher education. The typical campus
network has been compromised by a half
dozen or more named APT groups at any
given time. Many of these attacks are part
of persistent, multi-sector campaigns.
They have lingered on university
networks for months, even years, and are
only now being discovered.
Between May 2014 and May 2015,
FireEye assessed the security of more
than 100 education networks. All of them
had been compromised. Worse, 46%
had verified APT activity taking place in
their environment. That means they were
targeted by the most advanced attackers.4
FireEye CyberCon reports, which track
attacks across industry segments, paint
a similar picture. The education sector is
in a near-constant “severe” threat level,
with a 50% higher-than-average chance
of advanced attacks. In May 2015 alone,
we saw more than 80,000 attempted
callbacks to attackers’ command-andcontrol (CnC) hosts from organizations
in education. In other words, attackers
had breached the networks and were
communicating with attackers’ systems.
We also detected more than 36,000
separate APT-linked web, email, and
file activities. This activity reflected
well-funded, laser-focused threat
campaigns like the one aimed at a wellknown east-coast engineering university
(see sidebar). The university’s breach
dated back to at least 2012. That’s not
uncommon. We often see longer dwell
times with breaches in higher education.
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FireEye internal research. May 2015.

HIGH-PROFILE .EDU ATTACKS

November 2011: Attackers broke into a
computer server at a large public east-coast
university that stored the personal data of
current and former students, faculty, and
staff. More than 176,500 student records
were exposed.
April 2013: Cyber thieves stole more than 5
million social security and bank account
numbers stored by an attack at another public
eastern university—this one with multiple
campuses—a network of community colleges
in the southwestern United States.
February 2014: An attack at another large
public eastern university—one with two
campuses—exposed personal information of
more than 300,000 present and former
students, faculty, and staff members. The theft
included information on anyone issued an ID
for two of the university’s campuses as far
back as 1998.
January 2015: A prestigious private midwest
university suffered a data breach. The
university didn’t release the number of
records compromised. But industry insiders
called the breach “massive.”
May 2015:An attack on the engineering
college of a well-known technical university
stole 18,000 credentials, including those with
access to highly sensitive defense industrial
base (DIB) research. At least one of the two
attack groups was from China. It was a classic
example of how foreign governments
routinely target research colleges. The
attackers used advanced techniques to
remain on campus networks for years before
being discovered.
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Figure 1: Reported breaches and exposed records source: EDUCAUSE 2014

Why Attackers Target Higher
Education
Colleges and universities are unusual
when it comes to security. They are
effectively mini cities. They need to
protect a broad range of diverse,
sensitive data—a much wider swath
than most businesses or government
agencies. The typical university IT
system is an amalgamation of sorts. It
stores a wide range of data collected
from a huge number of students, faculty,
and staff. And most of it is stored in a
mishmash of different systems strewn
across multiple departments.

Customer payment data
Most schools accept and store banking
and credit card information for tuition,
room and board, and other fees. This
scenario presents easy-to-exploit
opportunities for cyber criminals intent
on financial fraud.
Personally identifiable information
This includes:
■■
■■
■■

■■
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Social Security numbers
Email and physical addresses
Demographic information such as
sex or marital status
Family information such as parents’
or siblings’ names and addresses
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For obvious reasons, identity thieves
consider university databases rich
troves of information.
Health and medical information
Most colleges and universities have
student health centers that can issue
insurance and accept it as payment
for services. That means highly
sensitive health data resides in campus
systems—along with private interactions
between doctors, insurers, and offcampus healthcare providers. Under
federal Health Information Portability
Accountability Act (HIPAA) rules,
universities must protect this data.
Law enforcement
Many schools have their own police
forces that keep records on students
who run into trouble on campus. These
youthful missteps could tarnish the
future careers and lives of anyone
whose records are exposed.

Enterprise data
Like any other organization, universities
and colleges collect and store their
own enterprise data. This data includes
financial and operational data, personnel
records, and payroll.
Research data
Many, if not most, schools have
active research programs funded by
government or private grants. This data
can be both sensitive—involving valuable
intellectual property (IP)—and attractive
to cyber criminals.
Third-party data
Like businesses, universities and colleges
have close relationships with other
organizations—both private and public.
Breaches can easily pivot and spill over to
partner IT systems. These systems often
contain data that belongs to research
sponsors, insurers, and other outside parties.
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Figure 2: Types of data breaches in higher education source: EDUCAUSE 2014
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The Unique Security Challenges
Facing Universities
Institutions of higher learning face
challenges that are unique to the

education sector. Some of these
challenges are technological. Some are
cultural. Some are structural. And some
are financial.

Survey of Higher Education IT leaders Shows Challenges Ahead
Top three challenges university security forces face:
■■
■■
■■

Protecting student data, organizational data, and intellectual property (79%)
Balancing employee and student productivity with protection (47%)
Meeting compliance standards (19%)

Top three issues facing campus IT in the next 12 months:
■■
■■
■■

Student-owned devices on campus (48%)
Mobility and BYOD for faculty and staff (46%)
Flipped classrooms (20%)

Source: ESET Security Solutions. “Looking Ahead in Education.” September 2014

Technological challenges
The diversity of the IT ecosystems sets
campuses apart from other types of
organizations. Rarely does a central IT
function oversee all of IT for an entire
school. And rarely does a school have
hardware or software standards that all
users—students and staff—must adhere to.
Configuration management
Campuses are the ultimate bring-yourown-device (BYOD) environments. They
have a transitory user base with thousands,
if not tens of thousands, of personal
devices. Few campuses have any sort of
configuration management capabilities.
Here are just a few of the implications:
■■

■■

■■
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No patch-level awareness.
Administrators don’t know what
systems have critical vulnerabilities.
No “gold disk” build for servers
or workstations. The campus IT
department can’t just erase infected
PCs and reimage them.
No technology refresh road map.
Administrators can’t force students
to upgrade to more secure systems.

■■

No device registration or
management. The campus IT
staff has no way of knowing what
machines are connected to the
campus network—or of kicking off
the ones that shouldn’t be.

These add up to massive endpoint
environments with little or no control
over device-level security. Many student
laptops, for example, lack even basic antivirus protection. And few universities
require device registration. That means
just about any device can connect to the
campus network.
Wireless networks
Campuses tend to have large numbers
of wireless networks with no access
point (AP) registration. They can’t
control access using media-access
control (MAC) address filtering. And
they can’t kick unwanted devices off
the networks.
This setup gives attackers a low-risk,
target-rich environment. They can get
login credentials to various university
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resources almost at will. And they can
easily steal sensitive information from
victims. They can even install rogue web
servers to further compromise victims’
browsers.
Multiple and conflicting compliance
mandates
Compliance is also an issue. University
networks are vast and diverse. So they
are often beholden to many different
compliance rules. Worse, these
mandates can contradict each other.
Or they require mutually exclusive
solutions for different departments or
network segments.
Lack of threat intelligence
Many universities lack meaningful cyber
threat intelligence regarding events
and log data. Without such intelligence,
universities are “flying blind.” They don’t
know which attackers are present on
their networks. They don’t know what
tools, tactics, and procedures those
attackers might use. Often, they don’t
even know what the attackers are after.
This lack of insight prevents many
universities from knowing when to
respond to an incident and which alerts
to focus on. Universities are often
paralyzed by “noise.” This flood of lowquality alerts lacks enough context to
respond effectively.
Structural challenges
Structurally, universities face myriad
challenges. Chief among them: each
unit or academic department is often
responsible for storing, processing,
and securing its own data. That means
central IT often has little authority to act
on threats.

7

These factors add up to campuses
full of diverse, poorly documented
networks. They have been built up
over decades in an ad-hoc fashion. But
they are often merged into a single,
unsegmented network.
Finally, there’s an obvious lack of
physical security. Universities have no
physical access controls. Or if they do,
they can’t enforce them. So they can’t
determine the original attack vector for
a security incident—much less prove
who was behind it.
Cultural challenges
Schools are also typically slow to change
due to cultural inhibitions. They are
especially reluctant to make any changes
they fear will impede research. They’re
loath to hinder communication or access
to information—a common side effect of
many security tools.
The political landscape is also complex.
Few schools have a clear IT chain of
command accountability. Universities
have trouble adapting to new threats,
much less deploying new solutions.
Moreover, IT roles aren’t always
separated out to different individuals.
As a result, the duties of IT operations
and IT security personnel may not be
properly separated. This opens the door
for corruption and collusion between
employees, and inherent conflicts of
interest abound. An IT administrator
may be reluctant to report incidents
or faults in his or her own area of
responsibility, for example.
Another challenge: many schools serve
as resources for their communities,
not just students, faculty, and staff.
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Among other services, they often offer
public programs and access to libraries
and free Wi-Fi. This broad access
requires a balance between embracing
openness and mitigating cyber security
risks. Unfortunately, universities often
err on the side of openness.
Financial challenges
Money—or rather, the lack of it—is
always an issue. Security funding
challenges are typical in all types of
organizations. But the problem is
especially acute for research universities.
The central IT department’s share
of research grant money is often not
enough to secure the data from that
research. Despite this mismatch, central
IT is still tasked with providing the right
level of network security controls.
This lack of funding has two negative
results. First, it’s simply not enough
funding to do the job. Second, it means
that most schools can’t afford to hire
the experts they need to fill critical
security roles—especially those who
can fight APT attacks. As a result, many
university IT departments can’t detect
and prevent advanced attacks—let
alone analyze and respond to them.
For example, central IT must often go
through the standard IT ticketing process
to perform basic host forensics. This
lengthy process, better suited to techsupport issues than urgent security events,
delays responses. It gives the attacker
more time to move laterally and escalate
privileges across the network or domain.

Attackers and Their Motives
Attackers can be found on nearly every
campus network. They encompass a
broad range of persons and motives.
Corporate spies
Espionage is always a risk, especially
at research universities. Attackers
in this category seek highly sensitive
research and development sponsored
by companies.
Financially motivated data thieves
Stolen data can include personally
identifiable information (PII) and
financial data. Some cyber criminals
commit the identity fraud themselves.
Others sell the information on the dark
web for others to exploit.
Infrastructure hijackers
These attackers aim to tap into
universities’ vast IT resources. The
attack provides computing power to fuel
many shady activities, including:
■■
■■
■■

Cyber stalkers
Due to a lack of security controls, private
information on students and faculty is
easy to find and exploit.
Hacktivists
Universities work in a variety of
politically sensitive areas, including:
■■
■■
■■
■■
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Hosting pornography
Cracking passwords
Launching distributed denial of
service (DDoS) attacks against
other parties

Climate research
Financial-industry research
Animal testing
Defense industry research
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Hacktivists can easily break into
campus systems to access, damage, or
destroy data, or to leak it to the media
or politically driven groups.
Beyond just leaking or destroying data,
hacktivists may simply alter the data to
support their agendas. This is often the
hardest form of hacktivism to detect.
The victims—and other scientists who
rely on their findings—may not know
that the data has been altered.
A campaign by the attack group
called the “Ghost Shell Team” is
an example of the newly coined
term “dark hacktivism.” This brand
of hacktivism escalates standard
hacktivism to cyber-warfare levels.
In July 2015, Ghost Shell’s first wave
of dark hacktivism dumped extensive
data on more than 250 .edu domains
into the public domain. These broad,
aggressive campaigns will likely
continue. Education networks must
be able to deal with advanced threat
tactics going forward.5
Foreign governments
U.S. research initiatives can include
research in the areas of energy,
defense, space, or technology.
Using virtual private network (VPN)
tunnels or spear-phishing campaigns,
attackers leverage the trusted status
of research universities to attack
research sponsors. China’s recent
attack on the engineering department
of a large eastern technical school
is an example of this type of attack.
Attackers stole thousands of
credentials with access to DIB
research resources.

5
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Scott Scheferman (FireEye). Blog: “Dark Hacktivism—Hacktivism with a Cyber Warfare Agenda.” July 7, 2015.

INTELLIGENCE MATTERS:
THE VALUE OF ATTRIBUTION
The line is blurring between tools used by
cyber criminals and those used in APT
attacks. Figuring out the attacker’s intent
and the potential fallout gets more and
more difficult. Chalk it up to attackers’
denial and deception, uneven law
enforcement overseas, and Byzantine ties
between agents of hostile governments and
the criminal underground.
In this hazy state of affairs, unraveling
attackers’ intents and motives becomes even
more important. The right intelligence at the
right time guides your response and can help
anticipate future attacks.
Case in point: a Russia-based threat group
collects intelligence for a sponsor
government. It deploys crimeware tools that
give it remote access to elements of U.S.
critical infrastructure. Although the group
uses common crimeware, treating these
attacks as a run-of-the-mill cyber crime would
be a mistake.
Malware in your network that is part of a
state-sponsored attack calls for faster action
than a nuisance threat. Likewise, stolen
personal data in the hands of cyber criminals
may require a different response—and have a
more immediate impact—than data falling into
the hands of a nation-state threat group with
other, murkier uses for it.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
Overall funding for educational
institutions is decreasing. As a result,
research grants have become a much
larger portion of budgets.
Protecting those lines of funding has
never been more critical. Universities
must preserve the integrity and
reputation of their grant-funded
research programs. To that end, we
strongly recommend the following:
■■

■■
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Implement two-factor
authentication for all VPN
and Outlook Web App (OWA)
connections. This critical step can
take some time to roll out. In the
meantime, apply geographic filters
to your security information and
event management (SIEM) tool
set. These filters can help answer
crucial questions: How many VPN
login credentials have been stolen?
How often are attackers logging
in? From where are they logging in?
For example, if the same account
credentials are used to login from
Texas and Iran within a two-hour
period, something is wrong.
Segment networks. Classify IT
assets, data, and personnel into
specific groups. Limit access to
these groups using filtering. So
even if attackers gain access to
one segment of your network, they
won’t automatically get access
to the entire network. Apply
segmenting throughout the entire
campus IT environment.

HOW FIREEYE CAN HELP
Universities are the ultimate BYOD
environments, with no ability to enforce
users to adopt endpoint security. It’s no
wonder university officials dryly refer to
BYOD as “bring your own destruction.”
This variety and unpredictability means the
network must be universities’ main security
focus. The network is the best chance
schools have of preventing threats from
causing lasting harm. Security teams must
quickly detect, analyze, and respond to
security incidents as they occur. That
requires the right technology, intelligence,
and expertise.
The FireEye Network Threat Prevention
Platform (NX Series) is well suited to campus
settings. It detects advanced attacks that
bypass typical security tools. And it doesn’t
overwhelm already-stretched security
teams with false positives and trivial alerts.
For blended email and web attacks—a
hallmark of advanced attackers—FireEye
offers email security. It comes as an onpremise appliance (EX Series) or cloudbased service (Email Threat Prevention
Cloud). Both are ideal for education. They
help identify and block spear-phishing
attacks, the most pervasive vector of
advanced attacks.
Some universities are moving to other cloud
solutions such as the FireEye Threat Analytics
Platform (TAP). This service equips security
teams to proactively hunt for advanced
threats moving across the network. And it
helps uncover the attack narrative (the who,
what, when, how) so critical to responding
effectively to incidents.
Finally, FireEye Mobile Threat Prevention
helps take on the challenge of campus BYOD
settings. The solution identifies harmful
Android and iOS apps by monitoring app
behavior. By correlating disparate actions,
even those that seem benign, it helps
connect the dots. FireEye Mobile Threat
Prevention helps users get a full picture of
an app’s intent to protect against the
harmful ones.
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■■

■■

■■

■■

■■
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Get visibility into the APT
problem. APT attackers can ruin your
university’s reputation, research grant
status, and critical assets. Whether
they come from spear-phishing emails
or malicious web traffic, you should, at
a minimum, be able to detect neverbefore-seen attacks. The anti-virus
features of your cloud email provider
do not protect you from this most
common attack vector.
Set up a rapid IR plan and leverage
outside IR services as needed.
Put an IR retainer contract in place
before any incidents occur.
Create an IR workflow that doesn’t
use IT department ticketing
processes and resources. This
step will speed responses and avoid
alerting attackers that IT is aware of
their presence.
Apply cyber threat intelligence
(CTI) to your log and alert data.
Do this across all networks by
leveraging cloud services (such as
FireEye Threat Analytics Platform),
or integrating CTI feeds into your
SIEM tool set to proactively hunt for
movement and determine scope of
impact during IR.
Start recording relevant traffic
and log data. These recordings
should be detailed enough to answer
the important questions: What
happened? How did the attackers get
in? What accounts did they use once
inside? Where did they move? What
did they take?

■■

Reach out to peers in higher
education. More than ever,
universities must work together.
They must share cyber threat
intelligence and lessons they have
learned from past incidents. Learn
what others have done recently to
address advanced threats. Put those
lessons to use by deploying the best
tools and tactics to address the
common threat.

After any attack, assume that your
entire network is already compromised.
Only then can you start to determine
what data and resources the attackers
can access and what they’re stealing,
altering, or destroying.
Treat your environment like a triage
situation. Determine which incidents
should trigger an incident response.
Identify bad actors already in your
environment and root them out. This
is the most important thing you can do
to protect your university’s reputation,
business operations, people, and data.

About FireEye
FireEye protects the most valuable assets
in the world from those who have them in
their sights. Our combination of technology,
intelligence, and expertise—reinforced
with the most aggressive incident response
team—helps eliminate the impact of security
breaches. With FireEye, you’ll detect
attacks as they happen. You’ll understand
the risk these attacks pose to your most
valued assets. And you’ll have the resources
to quickly respond and resolve security
incidents. The FireEye Global Defense
Community includes more than 3,700
customers across 67 countries, including
over 200 of the Fortune 500.

For more information about advanced threats in
higher education and what you can do about them,
contact FireEye at info-SLED@FireEye.com.
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